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The Alps remain under the influence of a cold northeasterly airflow with plenty
of fine weather, but a continuing chance of snow flurries in the east, especially
Austria.
New weather fronts are expected to bring more widespread snow back across the
Alps next weekend, but the intensity and distribution of any snow is hard to pin
down at this time.
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Austria
Monday afternoon and Tuesday will see some sunny spells but also a lot of
cloud, with scattered snow flurries, most persistent in the northeast. The best of
any brightness will be in the south but it will feel cold everywhere, with any snow
falling to the valley bottoms and a keen northeasterly breeze.
Wednesday will see more in the way of sunshine everywhere and just isolated
snow flurries in the east. It will remain cold
On Thursday the southern Austrian Alps should remain sunny, but cloud will
increase in the north with the chance of a few showers. It will turn a little milder
with the rain /snow limit rising to between 600900m.
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France
Monday afternoon and Tuesday will be mostly sunny at altitude, but sometimes
cloudy in the low valley bottoms, particularly in the northern foothills. It will feel
cold, particularly in areas exposed to the biting northeasterly wind.
The weather will continue in a similar vein on Wednesday and Thursday,
though the wind will slowly ease and it will start to feel milder at altitude.

Italy
The entire Italian Alps are expected to be dry with plenty of sunshine all week. It
will be on the cold side, however, particularly early in the week when the north
easterly wind will be at its strongest.
From midweek onwards it should start to feel a bit milder, particularly at
altitude.
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Switzerland
Monday afternoon will be mostly dry with plenty of sunshine at altitude. Some
stubborn low cloud will remain in the valley bottoms of the northern and western
foothills. A few snow flurries may reach the far northeast this evening. It will
feel cold everywhere with a biting northeast wind.
There will be little change on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday, with plenty
of sunshine at altitude but low cloud again a problem in some of the lower
valleys. It will remain on the cold and windy side but start to feel a little milder at
altitude on Wednesday and Thursday. The wind will also start to die down from
midweek onwards.

Outlook:
Another blast of arctic air is expected to reach the Alps from the north by the
weekend. This means that further snow is likely for most regions, though it is too
early to say how significant this will be or where will get the most. Stay tuned
with our daily updates in Today in the Alps.

Next detailed snow forecast will be on Thursday 29 November 2013, but
see Today in the Alps for daily updates
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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